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Abstract: Colleges and universities should cultivate and carry forward the socialist core values into the ideological education of college students, in the process of practical work, they should establish a very high standard for ideological and political work, continue to lead the ideological education of college students. In the course system of ideological and political theory, innovation should be carried out constantly, so as to better lead the ideological and political education of college students. And strengthening the dominant position of the lower yuan culture makes the practice of college students' ideological and political education outstanding.

1. Introduction

Continue to strengthen the ideological and political education work, promote the socialist core values, to consolidate Marxism and socialism with Chinese characteristics in the college students' ideological status has a key role in the guidance of, and by this way can make college students set up normal outlook on life, world outlook and values, make the college students can be more comprehensive, and have a socialist construction is a very active part in the self, to fully implement the "China dream" form a powerful guarantee.

2. Attach Importance to the Shaping of Socialist Core Values of Ideological and Political Workers

For colleges and universities, should be in the process of specific work to gradually build up a high quality, style of ideological and political education work force, in the practice of socialist core values in the process of the notice to theory knowledge learning, constantly both fully combine knowledge and morality, and will own practice and combine its own authority. It plays a leading role in the college students' ideological and political education process, and plays a leading role in the ideological and political education of college students. Through the ideological and political education worker's personality charm and the corresponding model leading role, for college students to form good values have a very important role, for the socialist core values and lead the college students' ideological and political education work is critical.

2.1. Strengthen System Consciousness, Form University Student Thought Politics Education Net Force

First of all, the importance of the failure of the final drilling fluid team construction should be fully highlighted, the teachers engaged in ideological and political education should be carefully and strictly selected, and should be standardized use, and constantly strengthen training. At the same time, the system of ideological and political education for college students should be vigorously emphasized, and the work should be carried out thoroughly to the management, education and service of the school. For colleges and universities, should be constantly set up school leadership, concept of cadres, business teachers to grasp the concept of common, and constantly practice the socialist core values, in the study and work process should be full of enthusiasm, for their own behavior norms to strict requirements, so that can better form the resultant force of ideological and political education of
college students.

2.2. Strengthen the Identity Consciousness, Make the Practice Socialist Core Values the Ability to Be Promoted

For socialist core values guide the ideological and political education workers, first of all, should constantly will set up its own core socialist values, and concrete in the process of study and the life to gentleman and adjustment of the necessary work, so that it can be more in line with the requirements of socialist core values, which can better the ideological and political education of college students.

2.3. Strengthen the Demonstration Consciousness and Advocate the Core Socialist Values with Our Real Actions

To make college students teach education, it is necessary to keep a firm belief in their own beliefs. For school, college students form the correct outlook on life, world outlook and values of the main places, so for teachers in the process of ideological and political education, the responsibility is very big. Should make full use of classroom yes get a great rich campus culture, through their own kirka play an exemplary role to the student, constantly to advocate of socialist core values, through own quiet a method makes the daily conduct of college students, so as to make the college students can be more healthy and happy growth. So all the education workers should be very clear own responsibility, through his own noble personality and the exemplary role of unity of making college students has the very strong recognition for socialist core values, to oneself, for the country, and form a very strong sense of responsibility to the society.

3. Innovative Socialist Core Values Are Integrated into the System of Ideological and Political Education Theory Courses

3.1. Enrich the Curriculum System and Implement the Core Socialist Values

First for textbooks, should fully according to Marxism, Maoism and Socialism with Chinese characteristics as a guide for writing, in the process of study, should lead the students to learn Marxist of the system and will clearly formed by Marxism theory achievement, the communist should have enough faith, and using the theory of socialism with Chinese characteristics to guide their study and life.

Secondly, the textbook should fully reflect our country's excellent traditional culture. Our country traditional culture inheritance, and gradually become the development, social stability, maintain normal ethics relations of powerful weapon, so in the ideological and political education of college students should be fully absorbed in the process of China's outstanding traditional culture, constantly strengthening the ideological and political education of college students, to take the form of learn and discuss together, continuously to understand the connotation and essence of traditional culture in our country.

Thirdly, the textbook should show the characteristics of The Times. With the continuous progress of the country, the Chinese dream of realizing the great renewal of the Chinese nation and the understanding of each Chinese nation has become the greatest dream of the Chinese nation since modern times. It can fully reflect our people's ardent hope for the prosperity of the country, the rejuvenation of the nation and the happiness of the people. Therefore, in the process of compiling textbooks, should write Chinese dream into the teaching materials, and make students clear age that itself carries the mission, set up the lofty ideal, in the process of learning a clear goal in life, through the study and work with their feet on the ground, showing to realize China's dream contribute an own strength.

3.2. Innovate Education Form, and Make Socialist Core Values “Enter the Classroom”

In the process of ideological and political education, teachers should continue to explore the teaching form of "first class", continuously stimulate students' interest in learning, the motivation of
college students is inspired, and in the process of how to fully tap their potential to more knowledge, finally let college students to become socialist core values learning facilitator and inspire people.

For the second class, the main form should be rich campus life and abundant social practice activities. Continuously let college students go to reflect practical life, to our country in the process of social transformation, the problems and contradictions have a full understanding of the socialist core values have a very clear understanding, and can be rationally thinking, thinking will effectively combine with practice, triggering value, finally can turn to the specific requirements of the socialist core values into concrete action.

With the development of Internet technology, college students are gradually become the dominant force in online life, therefore in the teaching process should continue to strengthen to the construction of network classroom, tighten the Internet spread rapidly, permeability is strong, spread to a wide range of characteristics, and constantly for some advantages and characteristics of social software, which can be effective with college students network interaction, conscientiously carry out work for the education of socialist core values.

3.3. Pay Attention to Education Effect, Make the Socialist Core Values “Get the Mind” to Be Implemented

In the process of specific education, should establish very clear rewards and punishment measures, will be to the specific requirements of the socialist core values and specific content to write into the school rules and regulations, and become the norm in college students' daily behavior standards, make college students can have a very correct ideological and moral work and specification for their own behavior; In addition, should also establish a strong very strict management mechanism, will work of socialist core values education and college students' daily behavior to work together, through the strict implementation of, make the college students understanding of all the values and ethics have continued to deepen, and in the actual form is very stable in the process of learning life values.

For the core values of socialism, it is a process of continuous internalization of values from another perspective. Through the leadership role of socialist core values, making the rich campus life fully, makes the university culture in the process of ideological and political education exerts a role play, this way can make college students can be very consciously into the tide of socialist construction in our country. In colleges and universities through a concise on university culture, not only can make all the teachers and students to reach a consensus on university culture, also can better the educational philosophy of colleges and universities is to ascend, but also can better make the socialist core values "in mind".

4. Build the Dominant Position of Socialist Core Values in Campus Cultural Activities

To make college students for the construction of the core values, the activities of the campus is a kind of method is very direct and effective, so for colleges and universities in various platforms, should be fully utilized, the socialist core values as the core of the activities should be done well, done sufficient, the dominant position of college students' ideological and political education work is fully implemented.

4.1. The Innovation of Campus Culture Enables College Students to Accept Education of Socialist Core Values in A Variety of Theme Education

Schools should listen, start from students' real interests, and work on education, the core values of socialism, in the process of serving students continuously. For the system construction and campus activities within the school, the work of education, the core socialist values, has been implemented in the process of various forms of carrier construction. We should strengthen the construction of all aspects of the students, and do a good job in the construction work of the students, so that the education work of the socialist core values will be refined. For the practical interests of students, such as poverty alleviation, the education work of the socialist core values is reclassified. By publicizing some exemplary deeds, we can make the impact of the socialist core values be implemented.
4.2. Focus on Social Practice, the Concrete Process of Integrating into the Society Makes the Socialist Core Value Education Be Sublimated

For college students nowadays, it is very desirable to get out of the school and into the society at an early date, and realize the recognition of the country and society through their own efforts. Therefore, education college students should devote themselves to social practice, go to the west, go to the grass-roots level, and serve others through their own knowledge, and serve the society. Through in the process of social practice, students can better observe and know the society, which can be more clear that society, in the process of practice can be better, to experience life through their own efforts finally can realize our perception of socialist core values, and on such a basis as a staunch supporter of the socialist core values.

In the education management of college students in the process of management and service, for the work of the ideological and political education of college students, and is gradually makes socialist core values of college students in the future philosophy, so colleges and universities needs to attach too much importance to ideological and political education workers of the leading role.

5. Conclusions

With the development of our country is more and more fast, has entered the new stage of development, at this stage is very important for college students, so should strive to grasp the opportunity, and should make good use of time, will be the main content of socialist core values as their own social norms, establish firm faith, serve country, serve the country ready to, to arm themselves with knowledge of the mind, down-to-earth, one step at a time, for our country's socialist construction contribute an own strength.
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